We relate the Principal Partition of a graph G to the problem of Finite State Machine (FSM) Decomposition by modelling the FSMaa a Stotc Tkansition Graph (STG) and using the underlying graph of its STG. We obtain efficient algorithms to decompose a FSM by relating the Principal Partition to the more general notion of the Principal Lattice o j Portitionr of an a p propriately defined submodular function.
Introduction
The Principal Partition(PP) of a graph G [3, 4, 6] is the collection of all saboets of E ( C ) ( the edge set of G ) which maximize I X I -Ar(X) for some value of X > 0, where r(X) is the rank of the subgraph of G on X and A is a red number. The Principal Partition can also be underatood M a collection of special node partitions. Although this aspect has been largely ignored in the literature it haa s u b stantial applications. One such application, to Finite State Machine (FSM) decomposition is described in this paper.
A related and more general notion is that of the Prineipal Lattice of Partitions (PLP) of a Bipartite Graph [5, 8] . In this paper we show that application of this technique permits us greater flexibility in the choice of measure of optimality for evaluating the quality of decomposition of a given prototype F S M into several emallet FSM8. In this paper we use the State Ibansition Croph (STG) to describe our ntrntegy of FSM decomposition. Several cost criteria have been reported in the literature to evaluate a decomposition. Some of these m 1).h4in- In this paper we concentrate on minimizing the interaction between the component FSMs. We will ahow that construction of the Principal Partition of the underlying undirected graph G of the STG of an FSM yields a number (usually large) of partitions n' of nodes (stater in our FSM) which are optimal in the scmc thaf if U' has k blockr no partition of the ucrt u r e i into k bioeks has leas number of ed9er with end points in diflerent blocks. Since there are fast a l p rithmn available for building the Principal Partition as well as the PLP the value of this technique is enhanced.
F S M Decomposition
Below we informally describe a simple strategy for constructing an essentially equivalent decomposed FSM to the prototype FSM given a partition n, of its states. An analogous edge based decomposition can be given using a specified partition of the inputs. We assume the Moore machine model for our FSM. Consider in say block SI in the prototype, there would be a corresponding tranaition in F S M f , wherem FSMebnd FSMS would remain in their pseudo reset state. If there is a transition say between sa and 85 in the prototype FSMdue to an input ij, the mechine FSMi will move to its pseudo reset state while FSMJ would respond to an input which is derived from the (state, input) pair (,a2, ; , ) and move from its pseudo reset state to a5. 
Principal Partition and Principal Lattice of Partitions of a Graph
The problem of FSM partitioning becomes NP Complete if we impose conditions such M (l).Tbe number oi blocks equals a specified B~ZC k, (2) .That the blocks be of equd si=, and ( We describe the PLP of a graph and show how it ia related to the above ideas. Essential to the technique of PLP is a set function which is sobmodular. We however, restrict our attention to such functions which i.e II also minjmises the overlap in VI. ' The PCP of L(.) is a compact description of all partitions I3 over which ( L -A) renchee n minimum for any real A . We use the tecbnique of P L P (for detaila refer Below we show that PLP offers considerably more flexibility in the choice of measur-of optimality.
C R ; L ( R : ) .
In our informal decompoaition procedure the pseudo reset state had arcs corresponding to different inputs.
It is conceivable that the number of such arm ia leas important than the number of kinds of inputs they correspond to. [It is posaible that the inputs are already available in convenient groups because of physical layout considerations). Our P L P technique will permit us to find partitions of the nodes which minimize the number of kinds of inputs that the arca between blocka correspond to.
Let us now describe these ideas in the context of E general graph G. Let ns be a specified partition of the edges of the graph. Let Z3(G,w* be built as follows. we take
to X E 15 (where X is a block of I I , ) ilfsome edge In Every one of the partitions of nodes of V ( G ) resulting from the Principal Partition or PLP, aa the caw may be, can be examined keeping in mind other criteria such as whether the sizes of the blodrs arc nearly uniform. These partitions can also be used M initial seeds for heuristic algorithms which attempt, in addition to nearly minimising edges between blochs, alao to h p the sizes of the blocks balanced.
X is
It may be remarked that the problem of finding a partition of V ( G ) into prescribed k blocka inch that the number of edges between the blocks is a maximum has received considerable attention in the litcratnre [2] .
These algorithm are slow(O(1 Vk' I)) even for k = 3
and impractical for larger k. Our approach rents on the fact that in decomposition problem k i4 not predetermined but can be chosen in a way that ie natnrd to the instance in question, with the result that we can get a whole host of optimal partitions cheaper than one Min )-cut (where k is fixed ).
We have implemented the P L P algorithm in a program called PLOP. We ran PLOP on a few large F S W a from the MCNC 1991 benchmarit (eg. rand, pfanef and ~c f l and obtained encouraging resdta (TABLE I) . We are presently enhancing PLOP to result in partitiom which have balanced block sizes using partitions o b tained by the PLP algorithm. For example, aond with 32 states resulted in 7 partitions of the state set besides the obvious partitions consisting of singleton blocks and the full state set being present in the Principal Sequence. For a critical value of 3.00 the corresponding state set partition w w (0,1,2,3,4), (5,6,3,6,9,12,31) and remaining blocks as singletons. While a critical value of 1.5 resulted in a partition consisting of a single block viz. the full set. In TABLE I, some of the examples result in only the singleton set and the full set as the Principal Sequence. We can show that, such a situation is characterised by the eaw with which, the underlying state set can be partitioned by heuristic methods, without much deviation in the cost of overlap. Recently, in [lo] we give two simple approximation algorithnu, balanced Min-k-cut problem for the above situation, which result in a k-cut having weight within a factor of 2 -and [l + $3]t respectively, where, k is the number of blocks in t e partition,n is the cardinality of the node set.
The theory of PLP allows us to estimate lower bounds for the cost of optimal partitiona. It can be shown in the above example that the optimum coat for a 6 block partition is greater than 107.5. Using, however, the blocks from the Principd Sequence partitions and using a heuristic we can generate the following partition (0,1,2,3,4), (5,6,7,8,9,12,31), (10,11,13,14,15), 
